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Introduction

I

To cdlect and archive information about the geologic
character, processes, hazards, and mineral and energy resources of Arizona
and to inform, advise, and
assist the public in order to
foster understanding and
~rudentdevelopment of the
State's land, water, mineral,
and energy resources.

I Increase understanding

I

of the geology of
areas with potential
population growth and
economic develoment
lmproveeffectivenessof
administering Arizona's
oil and gas statutes
I Expand the customer

base of the Arizona
Geological Survey
I lmprove access to

digital geologic
information to all users

Arsenic is a naturally occurring chemical element in rock
and soil and is present in
trace amounts in "
ground water. Arsenic in drinking water
is known to cause cancer in
people if concentrations are
above about 300 ppb (parts
per billion). Ejarapolation
from exposures at these relatively high levels to low arsenic levels of 5 to 50 ppb,
characteristic of U.S. groundwater in many areas, suggests
to officials of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) that U.S. citizens are
experiencing adverse health
effects due to arsenic ingestion. The EPA recently proposed lowering the maximunl
allowable arsenic concentration in U.S. drinking water
from 50 ppb to 5 ppb. Water
from almost half of the 809
Arizona wells included in the
U.S. Geological Survey's National Water Quality Assessment Program database
exceeds 5 ppb arsenic (Figure
1). Furthermore. 247 of these
809 wells are used for drinking water, and almost half of
these wells exceed 5 ppb ar-

I
I

senic (Figure 2). Continued
use of many Arizona wells for
drinking water will require
implementation of expensive
renlediation technology if the
maximum allowable arsenic
concentration is reduced as
proposed.

Arsenic as a poison
The toxicity of arsenic has
been known at least since
medieval times when smelting of arsenic-bearing sulfide minerals produced
arsenic trioxide powder that
(continued on page 2)

Figure I . Arsenic levels in Arizona well ellrater from 809 Arizona
nrells. 1VICL: maxium contaminant level. Data h-om U.S. Geological
Survey National Water Information System (obtained from hrtp://
co.water.uzsgs.go~~/trace/data/arsenic~n~ay2000.txt).

